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A B S T R A C T   

The lignin-to-chemicals valorisation has increased the interest of the scientific community in exploring the 
effective lignin depolymerisation. Lignin is the most abundant natural resource of aromatic components with a 
high potential to be converted into the various chemicals, thus increasing the level of an integrated biorefinery. 
This review focuses on lignin depolymerisation mechanism, chemical reaction kinetics and transport phenomena 
studies, recently introduced in the field of lignin chemistry to understand the reactivity of lignin macromolecule 
in two- or three-phase systems with a heterogeneous catalyst, liquid solvent and gaseous source. Lignin depo-
lymerisation involves several parallel and sequential reactions of aryl-ether bond cleavage leading to a complex 
mixture of numerous depolymerised components. Theoretical and mathematical approaches for understanding 
and predicting catalytic parameters with the kinetic modelling are also discussed. The modelling approaches and 
kinetic data from various works in the literature has been thoroughly systematically reviewed, processed and 
consistently presented and benchmarked in graphical and tabular form. The aspects of modelling heat and mass 
transfer during lignin depolymerisation and upgrade has also been reported.   

1. Introduction 

The ideas and challenges for sustainable chemistry and technology 
aim to produce energy, fuel and chemicals in a more environmentally 
friendly way. Lignocellulosic biomass is a promising renewable 
resource, an alternative to fossil fuels with a potential for complete 
utilisation and combination of ecologic and economic incentives. On the 
other hand, lignin is an unwanted constituent in the pulp industry and at 
the same time a renewable raw material for aromatics. Industrial source 
of lignin, mainly kraft, has been estimated to 50–70 million tons annu-
ally whereas the structural features induced during lignin isolation is 
often diminishing its potential for upgrading to value-added chemicals. 
However, the research on lignin valorisation has evolved over the last 
two decades and has been focused on fuels, materials (e.g. polymers, 
formaldehyde or epoxy resins) and chemicals as major targets to replace 
their petroleum-based counterparts [1–3]. 

Engineering approaches developed to utilise the lignin, could be 
divided into the following three aspects: fractionation of lignocellulosic 
(LC) biomass, lignin depolymerisation (LD), and upgrading to the 

platform chemicals [4,5]. The LD step is the most challenging, as it 
usually depends on the fractionation process, conditions, and plant 
source. Sustainable development of LD should focus on providing the 
most desirable aromatic components with high yield and selectivity for 
further valorisation into the target products [6]. With this in mind, the 
depolymerisation mechanism and kinetic modelling approaches have 
been investigated in the lignin chemistry research for potential use and 
implementation at the industrial level. The most straightforward re-
ported LD pathway involves β-O-4 ether bond cleavage within the lignin 
macromolecule, the lignin modification, the removal of various func-
tional groups (carbonyl, methyl, and hydroxyl), and condensation 
(repolymerisation) reactions due to the formation of reactive hydroxyl 
radicals [4,7]. 

Kinetic modelling requires specific knowledge, but provides impor-
tant insight into the behaviour of lignin in the reaction medium with 
respect to the solvent, catalyst, and the reactor used. Kinetic models aim 
to describe two- or three-phase systems, including the reaction kinetics, 
transport phenomena, and thermodynamics, to link experimental data 
with the theoretical domain [8]. During the depolymerisation lignin is 
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transformed into different products. By applying frequently used 
lumped-model approach, products with a similar structural features are 
grouped into kinetic lumps to simplify the kinetic model, which allows 
definition of the kinetic parameters for specific depolymerisation steps 
[9]. 

On the other hand, studies on transport phenomena showed prom-
ising perspective for the optimisation of the chemical process as well as 
mass and diffusion limitations for batch or flow-through reactor types 
depending on the catalyst size. A third reactor type to examine LD re-
actions is the microreactor, especially beneficial due to its dimensions 
and the use of smaller catalyst particles eliminating diffusion limita-
tions, which may not be suitable for the lab-scale reactors (up to 300 mL) 
[10]. 

Recent reviews [2,5,6,11–13] have highlighted the current de-
velopments regarding LD methods and conversion into various bio- 
based products. This review outlines the published LD mechanisms, ki-
netic parameters, and transport phenomena studies under the mild re-
action conditions. The emphasis is given explicitly on lignin, excluding 
the studies made with lignin monomeric and dimeric model compounds. 

2. Lignocellulosic biomass and lignin structure 

Lignocellulosic (LC) biomass is composed of cellulose, lignin, and 
hemicellulose which are the major components of hardwood, softwood, 
and herbaceous plants. Cellulose is the most abundant renewable 
resource on earth that can be fully utilised in biorefinery processes, 
bioenergy, or in the chemical industry [5], while the majority of the 
lignin, is used as a high calorific value-energy source on site of the pulp 
and paper industry mainly because of the challenging utilisation of this 
complex natural aromatic polymer. Numerous studies have recognized 
lignin as a promising source of low molecular weight aromatic building 
blocks for high value applications [5,11]. Here, the high oxygen content 
in lignin can be a useful feature for the production of chemicals, but a 
disadvantage for biofuels [14]. 

Lignin content, structure, distribution of the monomeric units 
within, and the amount of methoxy groups depend greatly on the type 
and taxonomy of the plant, and additionally on the lignin isolation 
methodology [12,15]. Hardwoods contain 16–24 wt% of lignin 
composed of guaiacyl (G) and syringyl (S) units, softwoods – from 25 to 
31 wt% of lignin which is structured from G-units only, while in grasses 

the presence of 16–21 wt% of lignin composed of all three monolignols 
is confirmed [5,11]. Lignin consists of a randomized network of phe-
nylpropane units linked by C-O or C–C bonds (Fig. 1) [5,12,16–18]. The 
common C-O bonds, such as β-O-4, α-O-4, and 4-O-5, in lignin are linked 
either as ethers or as part of a furan ring. In native lignin more than 45 % 
are β-O-4 ether bonds and 12 % are β-5 phenylcoumaran bonds 
[5,12,17]. The typical β-O-4 linkages in native lignin are also classified 
as A-type β-O-4 linkages (OHα + OHγ group), but B-type β-O-4 linkages 
consisting of β-O-4 motifs without a γ-carbinol group (OHα group) are 
frequently present in technical lignins [19]. It is believed that the B-type 
of β-O-4 motif, which is more commonly identified as α-O-4 motif, is 
more accessible and easily cleaved during depolymerisation processes 
[5]. On the other hand, lignin also contains more recalcitrant C–C bonds 
present in dibenzodioxocin and biphenyl (5–5), phenylcoumaran (β-5), 
spirodienone (β-1), and resinol (β-β) structures [5,12]. 

The amount of C–C bonds in native lignin is related to the distribu-
tion of monomeric units (hydroxycinnamyl alcohols) called mono-
lignols: p-coumaryl (H-unit), coniferyl (G-unit) and sinapyl (S-unit) 
alcohols (Fig. 1) [5,11,20]. The three hydroxycinnamyl alcohol mono-
mers differ in their degree of methoxylation, showing how many 
methoxy groups are attached to the individual monolignol moiety 
[12,20], specifically: p-coumaryl alcohol has no methoxy groups, 
sinapyl alcohol has two, and coniferyl alcohol has one methoxy group 
[17]. In addition to methoxy groups, the structure of lignin also contains 
other functional groups, mainly phenolic and aliphatic hydroxyl, 
carboxyl and carbonyl groups. Aliphatic hydroxyl and carbonyl groups 
are associated with the lignin structure as substituents between the 
inter-units, while the methoxy and phenolic hydroxyl groups are a part 
of the lignin end-units [21]. The Van Krevelen diagram built by plotting 
the proportion of hydrogen-carbon and oxygen-carbon atomic ratio of 
more than 10 lignins, confirmed that hardwood lignin, which is mainly 
composed of G- and S-units, contains a lower amount of carbon and C–C 
type bonds than softwood lignin, which is mainly composed of only G- 
units [20]. Those particular structural differences additionally affect the 
depolymerisation temperature and solid residue formation as the higher 
reaction temperature is required for C–C bond cleavage (bond-dissoci-
ation energy up to 525 kJ mol− 1). Study with the softwood and hard-
wood lignin emphasized that the softwood lignin formed more solid 
residue than hardwood at 250 ◦C which accordingly was reduced at the 
increased process temperature (285 ◦C) [22]. 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of lignocellulosic biomass, lignin structure with the main building blocks and bond types, and possibilities for industrial impli-
cations. Republished with permission of MDPI from Korányi et al. [23]. 
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In addition, lignin structure strongly depends on the type of the 
biomass pretreatment/lignin isolation procedure. Most commonly used 
processes in pulp and paper industry are kraft and soda [11,12,24] also 
known significantly to alter the lignin structure [6]. During the kraft 
process, the lignin is affected by sodium hydroxide and sodium sulphide 
where beside the increase of the phenolic hydroxyl group content, a 
considerable amount of sulphur is covalently bonded to the lignin in the 
form of thiols [11]. On the other hand, the soda pulping process is a 
sulphur-free method using the base as a catalyst and commonly applied 
for non-woody biomass (grass, straw, sugarcane bagasse, etc.) producing 
lignin with less contaminants [11,12]. Although, it has been estimated 
that only 10–15 % of lignin recovered from industrial source can be 
isolated without negatively affecting chemical structure. Another 
methods used for lignin extraction are sulphite, producing lignosulph-
onate lignin, ionic liquid-assisted biomass fractionation and organic 
solvent-assisted biomass hydrolysis producing organosolv lignin etc. 
[5,11,12,17,25,26]. 

During the environmentally friendly organosolv lignin extraction, an 
aqueous organic solvent with organic/mineral acids (H2SO4, HCl, acetic 
acid, formic acid or peroxiorganic acids) is used to catalyse the hydro-
lysis reaction [24]. During the pretreatment, mainly lignin-carbohydrate 
and α-O-4 bonds in the lignin are broken to separate it from the LC 
biomass [11]. The organosolv process, especially at mild reaction con-
ditions, has been recognized as an efficient way to preserve the native 
lignin structure, which is rich in β-O-4 ether bonds [6,12]. 

Implementation of the alternative lignin isolation techniques pro-
moted biomass fractionation under mild processing conditions produc-
ing β-O-4 rich and less condensed lignin, however with the limited yields 
up to 20 % relative to the total weight of LC biomass starting material 
[4,27]. The content of easily cleavable β-O-4 bonds strongly affects the 
degree of catalytic LD. Additionally, lignin structure and its extraction 
processes have been described in detail by other authors in several re-
view articles [5,6,11–13]. 

3. Lignin depolymerisation mechanisms 

Depolymerisation of lignin is an outcome of a several simultaneous 
reactions, specifically: cleavage of the inter-unit bonds (modification of 
lignin structure), defunctionalisation (decarboxylation, demethylation), 
hydrodeoxygenation (HDO), and crosslinking reactions [7] and pro-
ceeds according to the specific reaction mechanisms depending on the 
process conditions (acidic, basic, oxidative, reductive). 

Inter-unit linkages within the lignin macromolecule have different 
bond-dissociation energies (BDEs) which was determined within a 
comprehensive study using more than 65 different lignin model com-
pounds with C-O (α-O-4, β-O-4, 4-O-5) and C–C (β-1, 5–5, β-5) bonds. 
Average BDEs of examined model compounds (in Fig. 2) clearly in-
dicates C-O bonds to be more susceptible to depolymerisation, while 
more forcing reaction conditions are required for the C–C bond scission 
[5,28,29]. 

Ether (α-O-4, β-O-4) are the weakest linkages in the lignin matrix and 
are predominantly broken during LD [24], while the influence of the 
substituents and their location on the aromatic rings could be foreseen 
due to a strong correlation between the strengths and bond distances 
[11,28]. A number of β-O-4 bonds in lignin therefore plays very 
important role as lignin conversion into the monomeric substituents 
proceeds specifically by cleaving β-O-4 bonds thus it is also used to 
calculate the theoretical maximum monomer yield of lignin [23,30]. 
The experimental monomer yield could be additionally affected by i) 
modifying the neighbouring functional groups and consequently 
lowering the β-O-4 linkage BDE (Fig. 3) [31], ii) increasing the polarity 
of solvent [24,30], while the overall lignin conversion into mono-
aromatics additionally depends on the type of biomass, the intrinsic 
ratio between the C-O and the C–C bonds, lignin isolation and depoly-
merisation methods, catalyst and solvent used for the depolymerisation 
[5,15,17,30]. Especially due to the lignin structural variability [5,6,12], 

the development of the universal depolymerisation methodology, for 
instance synthesis of a general catalyst for selective C-O bond cleavage 
additionally preventing crosslinking reactions is a very challenging task 
[17]. 

LD pathway is composed of several parallel and sequential reactions 
through various mechanisms of hydrogenation, HDO, and dealkylation 
yielding smaller lignin fragments (oligomers) and phenolic components 
with reactive (hydroxyl) functional groups [16]. The accurate prediction 
of the reaction order with the detailed structure of components is 
extremely demanding due to the lack of information about the reaction 
intermediates (structure of the oligomeric units), the unknown position 
of the β-ether cleavage (through end- or inter-units), and the recalcitrant 
residue formation (through oligo- or monomeric units), etc. is required 
for the kinetic model development to describe the entire lignin 
depolymerisation. 

Recent advances in the catalytic lignin conversion into the value- 
added monoaromatics are well reviewed and discussed elsewhere 
[2,5,6,12,16,17,32]. For the better understanding of the catalytic LD 
mechanism and kinetic parameters, key process characteristics about 
catalytic LD will be overviewed here. The main focus will be given on 
lignin modification specifics, its reactivity and β-ether bond cleavage 
that are further essential for comprehension of the LD mechanism and 
(micro)kinetics. 

Lignin depolymerisation products and yields depend on the meth-
odology applied, for instance a base- or acid-catalysed, reductive, 
oxidative, or thermal degradation process, as lignin structure is modified 
via simultaneous depolymerisation and condensation reactions [5,17]. 

Fig. 2. Average bond-dissociation energies (BDEs) of lignin model compounds 
with C-O and C–C linkage groups. Reprinted with permission from Parthasar-
athi et al. [28] (BDE values were recalculated to kJ mol− 1). 

Fig. 3. Effect of neighbouring functional groups on BDE of β-O-4 bond. 
Reprinted with permission from Wang et al. [31]. 
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3.1. Acid-catalysed mechanism 

The acid-catalysed mechanism of the β-O-4 bond cleavage is shown 
in Scheme 1. Firstly, dehydration of the hydroxyl group at the Cα-posi-
tion occurs which is followed by the subsequent formation of the 
quinone methide intermediate on the aliphatic chain side thus gener-
ating the corresponding Hibbert-type ketone. Since ketones are not 
formed in the significant amount, their loss was described as equilibrium 
to its enol ether-type form and further dehydration of the hydroxyl 
functional group. Afterwards, the β-aryl ether bond is reductively 
cleaved via an allylic rearrangement and the obtained intermediates are 
hydrogenated to monomeric ketone and phenol structures [33–35]. 

In lignin the reactivity of the β-O-4 bonds as well as the formation of 
the carbocation/quinone methide intermediates (involved in the 
cleavage mechanism of β-ethers) additionally differs depending on the 
type of the β-ether unit (free phenolic or an etherified phenolic) espe-
cially in alkaline media. The phenolic units are willingly converted into 
quinone methide transferring electronic features of the functional group 
to the carbon atom while the etherified phenolic units form quinone 
methide intermediates only in acidic environment [36]. 

Non-cyclic α-O-4-type and β-O-4 bonds cleavage followed by for-
mation of the Hibbert-type ketone and enol ether linkage results in the 
loss of an aliphatic hydroxyl group, a carbon atom, and the formation of 
a phenolic hydroxyl group, while the cyclic α-aryl ethers, typically in 
phenylcoumaran, dialkyl ether and/or resinol structures are more 
difficult to depolymerise [33]. However, if the reactive carbocation in-
termediate is formed at the Cα-position, there is a possibility of stable 
C–C bond formation leading to the condensation reactions, unless the 
reactive site is stabilized with nucleophiles (MeOH, EtOH), which are 
known to successfully suppress the lignin repolymerisation [33,37]. 

3.2. Base-catalysed mechanism 

The base-catalysed LD in presence of soluble (NaOH, KOH, etc.) or 
solid (MgO, CaO, etc.) bases generates phenolic units, which are more 
readily depolymerised compared to non-phenolic units where β-O-4 
bond cleavage is relatively slow. During the base-catalysed LD phenolic 
monomers are primarily formed, while oligomeric units are the result of 
repolymerisation between the reactive species. Furthermore, the isola-
tion of lignin monomeric units is strongly favoured in basic solution and 
proportional to base (e.g. NaOH) concentration [5,17,38]. In contrast to 
the base-catalysed, during the acid-catalysed LD, repolymerisation may 
occur either before or after the β-ether bonds cleavage [37] while a 
variety of Lewis (MClx, M(OTf)x; M: Ni, Fe, Al, Cu, etc.) or Brønsted acids 
(H2SO4, HCl, H3PO4, HOTf, acidic zeolites, etc.) have been applied for 
this cleavage [5]. 

3.3. Reductive conditions 

Various radical intermediates with the different reactivity and sta-
bility are formed during the reductive β-O-4 bond cleavage within the 
hydrogenation. Alkyl and phenoxy radicals are less reactive than hy-
droxyl radicals [39]. Nevertheless, under the reductive conditions, the 
β-O-4 is cleaved after the initial radical formation at the Cα-position. The 
release of the hydroxyl radical in the form of water molecule promotes 
the formation of the coniferyl alcohols and dihydroxybenzenes during 
the hydrogenation [40]. 

Lignin hydrotreatment has been frequently explored for an efficient 
LD approach [5,6]. Mild hydroprocessing reaction types modifying 
lignin macromolecule are dehydration, hydrocracking, hydrogenation, 
and HDO. The reaction conditions usually required for the mild hydro-
process are temperatures below 300 ◦C under higher hydrogen or inert 
atmosphere (3–12.5 MPa) while specific applied conditions depend on 
the use of the (noble or transition metal) catalysts [17]. The cleavage of 
the C-O linkage is usually attained by HDO and hydrogenation over 
heterogeneous catalysts with the elimination of oxygen, producing 
water as a by-product [5,16]. A metal catalyst with hydrogen gas or a H- 
donor solvent is required to cleave ether bonds and to remove OHα, OHγ 
and phenolic OH groups [19,23,41,42]. During the hydrotreatment, 
lignin is dissolved within the initial heating before reaching the catalyst 
activation temperature and proceeding further with the lignin conver-
sion into oligo-, di- and monomeric fragments [4]. The activity of the 
transition metal catalysts could be reduced by the impurities depositing 
on the surface and it is especially significant during the kraft lignin 
depolymerisation [43]. The overview of the reductive LD is shown in 
Fig. 4, highlighting the attainable products, reaction conditions, the 
catalysts for the selective conversion into monomeric products with the 
maximum reported yields for each biomass type [5]. 

Recently, an increased attention is given to the reductive catalytic 
fractionation (RCF) strategy due to the efficient lignin conversion into 
desired products. RCF approach involves lignin extraction, depolymer-
isation and stabilisation [4,32,44,45]. The RCF process typically em-
ploys polar/protic solvent, a heterogeneous redox catalyst, and a 
reducing agent (pressurised hydrogen, an external or internal hydrogen 
donor) in the temperature range between 200 and 250 ◦C. A heteroge-
neous catalyst stabilises the formed unstable species and additionally 
affects LD via the hydrogenolysis of the aryl-ether bonds. Typically, the 
produced black liquor contains low-molecular weight oligomers, di-
mers, and monophenolics such as 4-n-propylguaiacol/-syringol, and 4-n- 
propenylguaiacol/-syringol [32]. 

3.4. Oxidative conditions 

There are three main approaches of the oxidative LD which proceeds 
through the inter-unit bond cleavage, the aliphatic side-chain oxidative 

Scheme 1. Mechanism of the acid-catalysed beta-aryl ether bond cleavage.  
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modification and aromatic ring oxidation and ring cleavage reactions 
introducing more oxygen-containing functional groups (aldehydes, ke-
tones, carboxyls) into the partially depolymerized lignin structure [46]. 
Most oxidative pathways are initiated by electrophilic reactions at po-
sitions of high electron density (ortho, para, or C6) in lignin and proceed 
rather through the cleavage of the C–C linkage than the C-O bond. 
Oxidative processes may not be ideal solution due to the radical for-
mation leading to the rapid repolymerisation of phenolic products, 
which are usually not stable in such oxidative reaction medium [5,17]. 

3.5. Process-dependent initial depolymerisation mechanisms 

Although lignin structure is more complex than the one of model 
compounds, the tendencies of the typical bonds cleavage in model 
compounds are comparable to the ones in lignin. It is believed that LD 
can proceed through three main routes such as direct deoxygenation, 
hydrogenation and tautomerisation [16]. The direct C-O bond hydro-
genolysis removes oxygenated functional groups leaving defunctional-
ised aromatic rings. However, since the hydrogenation reaction requires 
a lower temperature and higher pressure than hydrogenolysis, the 
cycloalkenes and cycloalkanes are expected due to the higher external 

Fig. 4. Overview of lignin depolymerisation under reductive conditions. Republished with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry from Schutyser et al. [5].  

Scheme 2. LD pathway forming four main product groups (oligomers, monomers, gases, and solid carbon residue – ‘char’). A: dimeric intermediates, B: groups of 
monomeric products. 
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hydrogen supply [16,47]. 
In order to accelerate LD, many studies were performed and 

numerous catalysts were examined defining their activity/selectivity as 
outlined in Fig. 4 [5]. Metal catalysts, acid- and base-based catalysts 
effectively promoted β-O-4 bonds cleavage by reducing their activation 
energy [48,49]. However, it was found that the depolymerisation 
mechanisms differ giving a rise to various intermediates regardless the 
used catalyst [2,21,50]. The catalyst activity and selectivity screening 
studies performed using monomeric and dimeric model compounds are 
less complex and thus provide important insights about the catalyst 
suitability for LD [51]. 

The reaction mechanisms showing the complexity of the tentative 
pathways within the LD, were postulated based on experimental results 
depending on the research scope [9,39,52–54]. The initial LD mecha-
nism can be presented as shown in Scheme 2, where the oligomers, 
monomers, gases and solid carbon residue ‘char’ are formed from lignin. 
Lignin-derived monomers probably occur after the cleavage of the C-O 
or C–C inter-unit linkages as intermediates (Scheme 2A). Further, the 
monomers obtained can be grouped regarding their substituents or de-
gree of unsaturation (Scheme 2B). The more complex the reaction 
mechanism is, more variables need to be considered as options for the 
formation of oligo-/di-/monomers and gaseous products. 

3.6. Monomer formation 

Lignin is composed from the monomeric units interconnected 
through the linkages with different BDEs. The higher is the BDE, more 
challenging is to cleave a particular bond under the mild depolymer-
isation conditions. In general, the monomer yield strongly depends on 
the amount of the easily cleavable β-O-4 bonds in lignin. For example, if 
the trimer maintains only one ether bond (C-O), a dimer and a monomer 
will be formed, while the further dimer conversion into monomers is 
unlikely to proceed because of the highly recalcitrant C–C bond. In 
contrary, if the oligomer is composed of the monomeric units connected 
via β-O-4 linkages, the complete depolymerisation will be achieved [11]. 
However, it was proposed that the monomers (reactive radicals) pro-
duced during the depolymerisation, are the main units participating in 
the formation of the recalcitrant condensed structures which accord-
ingly reduces monomer yields [39,52,55]. 

An efficient oxidative process to cleave C–C bonds was proposed by 
Dong et al. [56]. Authors have examined biphenyl 5–5 bond lignin model 
compounds under the oxidative conditions with multifunctional Ru/ 
NbOPO4 catalyst thus reporting conversions of diphenylmethane up to 
58.5 % and diphenylethane up to 35.4 %. Evidently, monomer yields 
could additionally be increased by coupling the selective C–C bonds 
cleavage with LD methodology. Furthermore, the various (solid) acid- 
catalysed dealkylations of lignin monomeric components (C–C bond 
cleavage in side-chains) have been reported although the scissor of the 
C–C bonds in side-chains is accompanied by the C-O bond cleavage 
during LD [57]. 

Catalytic and non-catalytic LD proceeds differently. For instance, it 
was found that the depolymerisation of the dimeric model component 
progressed via a dissimilar intermediate in the absence of catalyst than 
in the presence of a noble or transition metal catalyst [21,30]. Li et al. 
[21] used guaiacyl-glycerol-beta-guaiacyl ether (GG) as a dimeric lignin 
end-unit component and found the non-catalytic reaction to proceed via 
a quinone methide intermediate to coniferyl alcohol and guaiacol, 
wherein the reaction to guaiacol being more dominant than the one to 
coniferyl alcohol. The comparison of the lignin end- and inter-unit non- 
catalytic pathways disclosed that only lignin end-units were involved in 
the reaction. In addition, hydrogenolysis of the lignin end-unit (model 
compound) was found to be up to 2.3 times faster over Pd/C catalyst 
than for internally bounded dimer, while both model compounds 
exhibited at least 90 % selectivity for dihydroconiferyl alcohol from the 
GG dimer and dihydroveratryl alcohol from the veratrylglycerol-beta- 
guaiacyl ether (VG). The reported activation energy for non-catalytic 

reaction of lignin end-units was 98 kJ mol− 1 while the energy barriers 
for the catalytic cleavage of GG (end-unit; 72 kJ mol− 1) and VG (inter- 
unit; 78 kJ mol− 1) were rather similar, however pointing out the effect 
of the transition metal catalyst to reduce the activation energy for β-O-4 
bond cleavage. It appears that lignin hydrogenolysis, hydrogenation, 
and consequently depolymerisation predominantly occurs at the end- 
units of the macromolecule [21]. 

3.6.1. Demethylation and demethoxylation 
The dimer conversion into monomers produces single mono- or 

disubstituted aromatic rings with methoxy groups. After the depoly-
merisation of the hardwood lignin, dimethoxyphenols and methox-
yphenols can be expected as intermediates if the primary lignin structure 
consists of G- and S-units, whereas in case of softwood LD only 
methoxyphenols can be expected. In case of herbaceous lignin, dimers 
can be converted into alkylphenols and (di)methoxyphenols, because all 
three monolignols are present. Otherwise, alkylphenols are obtained 
only after demethoxylation and HDO of the methoxylated phenols 
[9,53,58]. 

Further defunctionalisation of the (di)methoxyphenols can be car-
ried out by demethoxylation and demethylation removing the methoxy 
or methyl groups, respectively. By replacing the methyl group with a 
hydrogen atom and depending on the initial degree of phenol methox-
ylation, various di- or trihydroxybenzene isomers are formed [7,9]. It is 
well known that the methyl and methoxy groups have the lowest BDE 
among the functional groups attached to the aromatic ring owing to the 
conjugative effect with oxygen atom [9,57], and therefore are the most 
susceptible to changes under reductive conditions. It certainly can be 
stated that methoxyphenols are converted via demethylation to cate-
chols, and via demethoxylation to alkylphenols (Scheme 3) where the 
kinetic constants for both reactions are nearly equal [53,58]. Based on 
the studies performed with the lignin model compounds, the significant 
differences between demeth(ox)ylation reaction mechanisms were 
observed depending on the catalysis with non-promoted or promoted 
catalyst. For instance, the demethylation reaction was preferred in case 
of a non-promoted catalyst, while both the demethylation and deme-
thoxylation transpired with promoted catalyst [59]. In addition, the 
demethylation was favored upon the use of the acidic support or catalyst 
with metal sulphide acid sites [59,60]. 

3.6.2. Hydrogenation and hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) of aromatic ring 
In the presence of the noble/transition catalyst and a gaseous/ 

external hydrogen, saturation/HDO of the benzene ring could be initi-
ated [61]. The HDO of the phenolic monomers resulted in the removal of 
the hydroxyl group from either the aromatic or hydroxylated alkyl sites 
forming water as a by-product. The HDO and hydrogenation reactions 
followed two parallel pathways, whereby the phenolic monomer may be 
hydrodeoxygenated to a more stable benzene or saturated to cyclo-
hexanol. However, the removal of the hydroxyl group from (alkyl) 
phenols is more challenging without the saturation of the aromatic ring 
[9]. Cyclohexanols can also be further hydrodeoxygenated to cyclo-
alkanes, and even further to the cyclic alkanes [54,61]. 

A study with a lignin model component suggested that the rate 

Scheme 3. Demethoxylation and demethylation of lignin model compound.  
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constants of removal of the methoxy and OH groups from the aromatic 
ring are 36- and 42-fold higher, respectively, compared to the rate 
constants for the saturated ring. It was confirmed that the activation 
energies for HDO were significantly higher for saturated reactants than 
for the unsaturated ones, while demethoxylation reactions showed more 
feasibility compared to dihydroxylation [8]. 

The comparison of the calculated LD kinetic parameters (rate con-
stants) revealed HDO reaction to be slower than the gasification and 
repolymerisation, noting that the latter occurred via oxidised molecules 
such as catechols [53]. On the other hand, in the latest study it was 
pointed out, that the rate constant of the catechol conversion into phenol 
was higher than the rate constant of the condensation into solid residue 
[58]. Furthermore, Pu et al. [9] disclosed the aliphatic OH group 
dehydration to have highest reaction rate constant during LD, while the 
HDO of aromatic OH groups was the slowest reaction (the lowest rate 
constant) without using any catalyst in supercritical water. Therefore, it 
could be concluded that the aromatic OH groups were more stable thus 
requiring specific conditions for their removal compared to aliphatic 
OH, methyl or methoxy functional groups [58]. 

3.7. Solid carbon residue (char) formation 

The formation of the highly condensed solid carbon residue so-called 
char is a result of the cross-linking between the reactive fragments 
formed during the reaction [52]. Cross-linking reactions occur when a 
substituent groups have been eliminated and two carbon sites are more 
favourable for bonding [7]. Two types of char can be formed during the 
LD: aromatic and phenolic solid residues. The formation of the aromatic 
char – a highly condensed solid residue – is initiated by the heteroge-
neous cleavage of the aromatic hydrocarbons such as naphthalene, 
benzene, and toluene. The phenolic char is formed from the highly 
reactive phenolic OH groups which accordingly facilitate the formation 
of the new C–C linkages on the para- and ortho- positions by forming 
aldehyde and quinone methide intermediates (Scheme 4) [39,62]. 
Additionally, condensed structures are formed due to the phenolic OH 
group interactions with unsaturated side-chain carbons and aromatic 
rings [62]. 

Based on the examination of the β-5 and 5–5 model compounds, char 

could also be defined as a precursor for the formation of carbon dioxide, 
water, carbon, and hydrogen if consists of dimers and oligomers linked 
by either β-5 or 5–5 bond [55]. Char is composed mainly of guaiacyl 
units [39], accordingly, due to the higher carbon content more solid 
residue can be expected when the softwood lignin is used [20]. 

The kinetic modelling study performed by Abad-Fernandez et al. [52] 
proposed that char is formed primarily due to the condensation of the 
monomeric units during hydrothermal conversion as the reaction rate 
constant for char creation from monomers was higher than the ones 
from oligomers and dissolved lignin. However, Forchheim et al. [58] 
indicated the oligomeric units as the main contributors for char forma-
tion during catalytic depolymerisation in supercritical ethanol. Obvi-
ously, char has an unique formation mechanism that cannot be 
predicted with high accuracy as it depends on depolymerisation meth-
odology such as initial conditions, reactor system. 

A positive effect on the depolymerisation reaction constants was 
observed while using base or metals (transition, noble) as catalysts, 
pointing towards more straightforward C-O and C–C bond cleavage. 
Furthermore, the calculated kinetic constants confirmed the increased 
monomers/solid residue ratio, meaning that the use of base or metal 
catalysts promoted lignin conversion into monomers consequently 
forming less solid residue [39,53,58]. As char is formed due to the 
repolymerisation of the reactive species such as monomers, dimers, 
larger C–C bond-rich components and since the higher temperatures and 
longer reaction times are known to favour repolymerisation reactions, 
the increase of solid fraction with temperature and time is expected 
[52]. 

On the other hand, active stabilisation with redox active catalyst or 
so-called depolymerisation-stabilisation approach applied during RCF of 
LC biomass, is known to prevent condensation reactions forming mini-
mal amounts of such irreversible solid products [4,63]. 

3.8. Gas formation 

During the LD gases are released. Methane and methanol are formed 
by removing methyl and methoxy groups from guaiacyl and syringyl 
units. Both, methyl and methoxy groups, are linked over the weakest 
bonds, therefore their reactivity increases with temperature [39]. 

Scheme 4. Proposed reaction mechanism of solid carbon residue formation.  
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During the depolymerisation at higher temperatures (above 300 ◦C), 
CO2 and CH4 can be formed from methyl and methoxy substituent 
groups, while H2 and H2O from hydroxyl groups attached to the aro-
matic ring or to the aliphatic chain. The total amount of CO2 formed 
come from both carbonyl and carboxyl functional groups [7]. Some 
other gases such as CO, H2S, etc. could be also present. Here, CO is 
mainly obtained after the water–gas reversal reaction of CO2, while the 
gaseous H2S is reductively generated during heterogeneous catalytic 
depolymerisation of kraft lignin and lignosulfonates with transition or 
noble metal catalyst from thiol groups present in the lignin structure 
[35]. Some C1-C3 hydrocarbons could be produced with solvent 
(methanol, ethanol, etc.) gasification, which is mainly affected by 
temperature and residence time. Usually, C2H6 and C2H4, are present in 
the largest amounts due to the LD in ethanol and its gasification, 
moreover with a possibility to increase C2 gas yields at elevated 
(360–380 ◦C) temperatures [53]. 

4. Kinetic modelling of lignin depolymerisation 

Recently, kinetic modelling has become an important tool to gain an 
insight into reaction pathways and link practise to theory, thus mathe-
matically calculating the experimental data and proposing chemical 
reaction mechanisms [64]. Kinetic modelling plays one of the key roles 
in scaling-up, describing and understanding catalytic lignin valorisation 
to predict catalytic behaviour and products, which is not possible with 
conventional methods. Modelling of the lignin depolymerisation can be 
defined as an examination at multiple levels, such as multicomponent, 
multiphase, and multiscale problems usually described in the MATLAB, 
Python etc. softwares [20]. A general strategy involves comprehension 
of elementary and secondary reactions, physical steps and transport 
phenomena. 

Lignin is a complex polymer giving a rise to various multicomponent 
and multiphase products during depolymerisation. The elementary re-
actions start with lignin depolymerisation into oligomeric products as 
reaction intermediates. Oligomers can also be converted/depolymerised 
to smaller fragments such as dimers and monomers. On the other hand, 
the components in liquid phase can repolymerise forming solid recal-
citrant carbon structure (char) and gaseous products from solvent or 
removed functional groups. The elementary reactions are emphasized 
within a well-defined lignin structure including the molecular weight 
distribution, the distribution of monomers and inter-unit linkages as 
well as an extent of branching [51]. Additionally, the (micro)kinetic 
model should also take into account the secondary reactions in the 
solvent, aerosol droplets, and in the gaseous phase [47,49]. 

In microkinetic models all elementary steps are considered simulta-
neously and take into account the phenomena at various (multiscale) 
levels, like reaction kinetics and constants, transport phenomena, and 
thermodynamics [47,65,66]. As the LD products change phases, the 
microkinetic models include the dissolution, evaporation, depolymer-
isation/condensation mechanisms, and the heat transfer during the 
treatment. In terms of the transport phenomena, the models take into 
account the thermodynamics at the gas–liquid interface, the mass 
transfer of gaseous reactant from the gas phase to the liquid, the trans-
port of the liquid component to the surface of the catalyst particles, their 
adsorption and desorption, and, most importantly, the catalytic rear-
rangements and degradations on the catalyst surface for all the con-
stituents in the reaction medium [20,47,51]. Kinetic approaches vary 
depending on the amount of the molecules adsorbed on the catalyst 
surface and/or active sites, molecular interactions with or without direct 
adsorption from the gas or liquid phase, or adsorption at adjacent active 
sites. Models and microkinetic methods usually describe the reaction 
mechanism occurring on the surface of the catalyst as a rate-limiting 
step, while other elementary steps are considered significantly faster 
and are described as being in equilibrium [67]. 

The development of LD microkinetics is difficult due to the 
complexity of its structure and several consecutive and parallel 

reactions. The microkinetic studies are usually limited by the number of 
components for which the intrinsic rates can be estimated and the 
complexity of oligomeric intermediates which structure and corre-
sponding reaction pathway network is often unknown. Although the 
advanced and expensive characterisation methods (e.g. nuclear mag-
netic resonance, size exclusion chromatography) are needed to charac-
terised the structure of lignin and its oligomers, the effect of changed 
structural features (e.g. lignin inter-unit linkages and hydroxyl group 
content, molecular weight, etc.) has been ignored in recently developed 
kinetic models for LD. The prospective of extended lumped kinetic 
models with applied variation of structural features of products could 
improve the predictive kinetic models to tailor product distribution for 
implementation of models to accelerate optimization of catalytic tech-
nologies and depolymerisation processes. Accordingly, to simplify the 
global kinetic parameters estimation by reducing reaction complexity 
and difficulties, the lignin model compounds were introduced to 
describe microkinetics of lignin moieties. The typical lignin model 
compounds are monomers or dimers with a particular inter-unit linkage 
[14,68,69]. Nevertheless, the kinetic studies with the lignin model 
components are not in the scope of this review and further the emphasis 
is given on kinetic reaction rates and parameters for the transformation 
of real lignin samples. 

Up till now reported kinetic models describing LD (excluding the 
pyrolysis), developed explicitly using different types of lignin are sum-
marised in Table 1. Units of the experimental data are unified and 
recalculated values are accordingly assigned. 

Based on the reaction mechanism and kinetic expressions (Scheme 
2), a set of differential equations needs to be written (Equations 1–5) to 
describe LD. The methodology for the simplest lignin kinetics is 
condensed into a lumped-kinetics approach. LD products are grouped 
into different lumps according to their similar structure, state of matter 
or functional groups, e.g., oligomers, monomers, gas and solid phase, 
etc. [52,53,65]. In the lumped kinetic approach, the lumped model was 
considered homogeneous and it undergoes the same reaction pathway. 
For the lumped microkinetic calculations, the first or pseudo-first order 
modelling is usually related with suitable representation. However, 
when the lumped model is used, the calculated kinetic parameters 
include hundreds or thousands individual reactions during the LD. 

d(lignin)/dt = − (k1 + k2 + k3)(lignin) (1)  

d(oligomers)/dt = k1(lignin) − k4(oligomers) (2)  

d(monomers)/dt = k4(oligomers) (3)  

d(gas)/dt = k2(lignin) (4)  

d(char)/dt = k3(lignin) (5) 

On the other hand, LD pathway with a higher accuracy including 
well-defined reaction products, their adsorption and desorption rates 
could be applicable to lignin microkinetics. The molecule-based 
approach can also be used for microkinetic modelling of LD. The 
molecule-based model elucidates a complex mechanistic pathway from 
lignin to the obtained products including various intermediates [9]. The 
most important advantage of the molecule-based models is the appli-
cation possibility for different biomass feedstocks for targeted process 
optimization. 

However, the lack of studies with applied chemical reaction kinetics 
of lignin model components to kinetics of lignin depolymerisation has 
been observed. There are several studies of lignin monomeric and 
dimeric model components while the (micro)kinetics of lignin depoly-
merisation exclude the findings obtained from model component. In our 
opinion, the combination of (micro)kinetic models is important future 
aspect and the knowledge from each process is highly expected to be 
interrelated, similarly as it was done for studies with biomass feedstock 
and its relevant model component. The organosolv pretreatment process 
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supported the findings obtained from the cleavage of benzyl phenyl 
ether in (aqueous) organic solvents [24,74]. Additionally, Bijok et al. 
[75] considered inherent heterogeneous nature of lignocellulosic 
biomass in terms of the fundamental chemical component distribution 
and anisotropic structural properties for modelling the kraft pulping 
process. The model of the lignin kinetics indicated that the reactivity of 
lignin during kraft pulping process decreases as the isolation progresses 
[75,76]. Moreover, Köchermann et al. [77,78] applied the kinetics of D- 
xylose and an aqueous organosolv hemicellulose conversion into 
furfural, but the improvements of the kinetic model would be required 
since the activation energies disproved a clear trend of furfural yields 
between hemicellulose and D-xylose conversion. 

4.1. Common assumptions for microkinetic modelling 

Understanding of mass and heat transfer, transport phenomena, and 
molecular interactions is essential for the process systems and micro-
kinetic modelling. For microkinetic model development, the following 
steps are necessary/required: (i) establishing definitions and assump-
tions for steady-state or dynamic processes-catalyst particle dimensions, 
number of active sites; (ii) mass and energy balance development and 

their differential equations; (iii) development of algebraic equations to 
calculate or predict the required properties and variables defined in the 
differential equations (mass and heat transfer coefficients, diffusivities, 
heat of desorption, fluid viscosity, density and molecular weight of 
materials, etc.); setting up the boundary conditions for the reaction 
system and the environment; and numerical calculations and model 
simulations or implementations to solve the differential and algebraic 
equations using the Gearś, the Runge–Kutta or Crank–Nicolson methods 
[49,51,65]. 

Kinetic constants and other parameters involved in a chemical re-
action are described by a set of differential equations. They are written 
according to the individually assumed reaction mechanism, usually 
taking into account the following assumptions: organic and gas 
(hydrogen) molecules adsorb on the catalyst metal surface where the 
reaction can occur, although organic compounds could theoretically 
adsorb on the support surface and thus could not react with hydrogen; 
all the available adsorption sites are independent and equivalent; and 
only one organic molecule or hydrogen atom can adsorb on an active site 
[47,52]. Different assumptions could be made using lignin model com-
pounds. Since the reactant and products have similar structures, the 
adsorption and desorption constants could be considered equivalent 

Table 1 
(Micro)-kinetic models of lignin depolymerisation.     

Experimental  

Lignin type 
(wood) 

Depolymerisation Methodology Catalyst Reactor type Atmo–sphere Solvent Flow rate (mL/ 
min); reactor 
volume (mL); 
reaction time 
(min) 

Conditions 
(T, ◦C; p, 
MPa) 

Products 
(yields, wt 
%) 

Ref. 

Kraft lignin 
(softwood) 

Hydrothermal Microkinetic 
model, lumped 
parameter 
approach 

– Continuous 
micro- 
reactor 

n.d. H2O 26.7–41.7* − 6 
× 10–3* 

370–400 26 LOa: 
10–40 M: 
4.7–10 
CH: 5–40 

[52] 

Alkali lignin 
(softwood) 

Hydrothermal First-order 
kinetic model 

– PFR n.d. H2O - 
- 
8.3–166.7 ×
10–3* 

390–450 
25 

M: 10–20 
CH: 70 
G: 6–10 

[39] 

Kraft and 
organosolv 
ligninb 

(herbaceous) 

Hydrothermal Simplified 
kinetic model 

– Batch 
reactor 

N2 H2O −

75 
10 

300–374 
22 

LO: 75 
CH: 20 
G: 5 

[70] 

Alkaline lignin 
(softwood/ 
hardwood) 

Hydrothermal First-order 
kinetic model 

– Batch 
reactor 

N2 H2O −

11 
5–60 

250–350 
20 

LO: 25–40 
CH: 20 
G: 10–20 

[71] 

Enzymatic 
hydrolysed 
lignin 
(softwood) 

Hydrothermal Formal-kinetic 
lump model 

– Batch 
reactor 

n.d. H2O −

5 
15–480 

320–380 
n.d. 

M: 3 [58] 

Kraft ligninc 

(softwood) 
Base-catalysed Microkinetics 

model, lumped 
parameter 
approach 

NaOH PFR n.d. H2O 166.7–333.3 ×
103* 
1 × 106* 6 

240–300 
25 

O: 85 M: 
2.2–3.2 

[72] 

Protobind 1000 
lignin 
(herbaceous) 

Acid-catalysed Formal-kinetic 
lump model 

Formic 
acid 

Batch 
reactor, 
CSTR 

n.d. EtOH - 
Batch: 5, CSTR: 
190,140  

360–400 
n.d. 

M: 30–40 
CH: 2 
G: 15 

[53] 

Lignin 
(softwood) 

RCF Fitting the 
extrapolated 
rate data 

Ni/C Batch 
reactor, 
FDBR 

H2 MeOH MeOH: 0.5, H2: 
50 
50 
60* 

150–215 
3 

M: 20 [73] 

Protobind 1000 
lignin 
(herbaceous) 

Hydroconversion Pseudo- 
component 
lumped model 

Sulfided 
CoMoS/ 
Al2O3 

Semi-batch 
reactor 

H2 Tetralin −

300 
0–780* 

350 
8 

O: 8 M: 35 [9] 

PFR – plug flow reactor; CSTR – continuous stirred tank reactor; FDBR – flow-through dual bed reactor. 
LO – lignin oil; O – oligomer; M – monomers; CH – char; G – gases. 
n.d. – no data. 
* recalculated value. 
a lignin oil – crude depolymerisation product (low molecular fragments of lignin, monoaromatic products). 
b fast and slow reaction phases. 
c pilot design. 
d mass and transfer limitations included. 
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[8,79]. A few assumptions could be made regarding the reactor system 
and process, for instance that the system followed the ideal reactor 
design with a homogeneous mixing and density through the process 
[53]. Additionally, it is usually assumed that all the reactions during LD 
occurs in the liquid phase [9]. 

After specified assumptions, written differential equations, and 
quantitative sample analysis, the obtained experimental data is 
modelled by fitting it to a set of differential equations [52,71]. The 
fitting is done by minimizing the absolute error between the calculated 
and experimental yields [52]. However, the reaction rate constants 
predicted by different mathematical models, approaches, and fits can 
vary by about 2 to 4 orders of magnitude for similar reaction types 
[8,58]. Nevertheless, the high error in the kinetic parameters may 
indicate that the assumption and model do not follow (pseudo)-first 
order reaction kinetics with great accuracy [71]. 

4.2. Kinetic constants in supercritical water 

In recent years, researchers have focused on the use of more sus-
tainable solvents such as water. Water under subcritical and supercrit-
ical conditions exhibits a wide range of physical and chemical 
properties, which makes it attractive to be used as a solvent in lignin 
chemistry [39]. 

The activation energy of the primary LD in solvent can vary 
depending on lignin structure with respect to the plant source and the 
methodology used to isolate lignin from biomass [39,70]. The LD con-
stants studied followed an Arrhenius equation. The authors used similar 
reaction conditions but different reactor systems (batch or flow-through 
reactors), therefore some variations in activation energies were 
observed [53,73]. Further discussion follows in the Transport Phenomena 
section. 

The literature review about the kinetic parameters in supercritical 
water showed that many parameters principally affect LD [58]. For the 
purpose of this work and for clarity we summarized kinetic parameters 
in Fig. 5. Data is presented in Arrhenius plot which allows visualizing 
and simply calculating the activation energies. The average activation 
energy of overall LD was 34.5 ± 1.5 kJ mol− 1 [39,58,70], while the one 
from the reaction rates reported by Obeid et al. [71] and Abad- 
Fernandez et al. [52] deviated significantly 45.9 kJ mol− 1 and 222.5 
kJ mol− 1, respectively. Otherwise, kinetics of the base-catalysed LD 
studied by Bernhardt et al. [72] showed lower activation energies in 

aqueous solution of 1.67 and 2.50 wt% sodium hydroxide with corre-
sponding energies of 37.1 and 21.6 kJ mol− 1, respectively. The high 
variability of the kinetic parameters in the supercritical water could be 
affected by the specific water properties under reaction condition- 
depending water properties. 

The main reason for the deviations from some authors can be 
explained by various reaction conditions (pressure, heating rate, etc.), 
definition of the depolymerisation route, solubility and decomposition 
of lignin, intramolecular interactions, solvent, depolymerised low- 
molecular weight fragments, and most importantly: the type of lignin 
[53,58,71]. 

4.3. Demethylation and demethoxylation in supercritical solvents 

Demethylation is attained by the cleavage of the aryl–O–methyl 
ether bond. Since the aromatic ring and hydroxyl groups are more stable 
[58], the bond containing methyl functional group is predominantly 
cleaved during the depolymerisation process. The prompt cleavage of 
the aryl–O–methyl ether bonds was confirmed by Pu et al. [9], as a rapid 
conversion of methoxyphenols to catechols and alkylphenols. Studies 
with methyl-substituted phenolic moieties suggested that the reactivity 
of the methyl-substituted groups is strongly affected due to the steric 
hindrance, however later it was shown that the intrinsic differences in 
electronic structure control the reaction rates rather than geometric 
effects [79]. 

Interestingly, demethylation of the methoxyphenols in lignin struc-
ture showed comparable activation energies, regardless of the lignin 
type and the solvent used for the selected process conditions [58]. 
However, differences were observed between the rate constants 
depending on continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) or batch reactor 
was used for the treatment (Table 2). Overall, the LD to methoxyphenols 
indicates up to 1000-times higher rate constants in CSTR than in batch 
reactor, the only exception is demethylation to catechols which pro-
gressed with similar reaction rates [53]. In addition, variations between 
the reaction rate constants of methoxyphenols conversion to phenols 
were observed using lignin model compounds (isoeugenol, guaiacol, 
etc.) [60,80,81]. Therefore, the kinetic parameters cannot be compared 
empirically because of the different reaction conditions, catalysts used, 
and the different structure of the reactants. 

4.4. Kinetic constants of metal-catalysed lignin depolymerisation 

Metal catalysts have been used for several lignin hydrotreatment 
processes to maximize yields, selectivity, and to lower the energy barrier 
of conversion into the desired components. Activation energies of the LD 
using Ni/C as a catalyst were measured and compared in batch and flow- 
through dual bed reactor (FDBR) by Anderson et al. [73]. The activation 
energy of LD in the batch reactor with the larger catalyst particles 
(500–1000 μm) was 33 kJ mol− 1, while it increased to 39 kJ mol− 1 when 
the size of the catalyst particles was reduced (75–250 μm). The opposite 
was observed during LD in FDBR. Here, the activation energy was 58 kJ 
mol− 1 using large catalyst particles, which decreased to 53 kJ mol− 1 

with smaller pellet size. Thus, the highest activation energy of LD with 
metal catalysts obtained is 58 kJ mol− 1 [9,73], while studies with lignin 
model components showed higher activation energy for the reduction 
and cleavage of the aryl ether bond already at the beginning of the 
process, although the higher monomer yields were obtained from 
dimeric structures compared to the real biomass. The activation energy 
values varied depending on the dimer model component, conditions, 
and catalyst type used, ranging from 85 kJ mol− 1 for diphenyl ether 
[14,82] to 170 kJ mol− 1 for 1-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-(2-methox-
yphenoxy)propane-1,3-diol [73]. 

The activation energies for the depolymerisation of lignin to the 
target monomers are extraordinarily different depending on the reaction 
conditions. For instance, in the particular supercritical solvents the 
activation barrier is lower compared to the metal-catalysed system 
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Fig. 5. Arrhenius plot for lignin overall depolymerisation; kinetic parameters 
reported by: (7) Yong et al. 2012 [39], (B) Forchheim et al. 2014 [58], (!) Zhang 
et al. 2008 [70], (β) Bernhardt et al. 2021 (1.67 wt% NaOH) [72], (µ) Bernhardt 
et al. 2021 (2.50 wt% NaOH) [72], (Λ) Abad-Fernandez et al. 2020 [52], (ξ) 
Obeid et al. 2020 [71]. 
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[39,58,73], highlighting the importance of screening the most suitable 
set-up. 

4.5. Ab initio lignin microkinetics 

The aim of the microkinetic model development is to understand 
lignin behaviour under the mild hydroprocessing conditions. It has to be 
considered that the kinetic model, developed based on the lab-scale 
experimental data, does not guarantee the integration of the same 
modelling approach for a higher scale. As the lumped kinetic models and 
the global kinetic parameters have been proposed, the disadvantages 
connected to the insufficient data about the depolymerisation mecha-
nisms represent a major challenge for introducing the microkinetics for 
each LD step. Furthermore, high variety of the reaction products, 
different interconnectivity of the building blocks and a large number of 
the reactions, occurring during the hydrotreatment represent another 
challenge to be solved. Effective modelling requires comprehensive data 
about the lignin structure as well as the structure of the oligomeric 
fragments, thus at the end increasing the model complexity with each 
reaction intermediate and product included. 

Determination of the microkinetics for LD, proposes an opportunity 
to generate automated mechanism discerning reaction pathway, simi-
larly as emphasized in the review of lignin pyrolysis microkinetics [51]. 
The automated mechanism design approach will finalise the reaction 
pathway by consecutive application of the reactions involving all the 
reaction products. The smaller molecules (e.g. lignin model compounds) 
are more accessible for the reactive catalyst, solvent or atmosphere, 
while the reaction mechanism involving larger molecules (e.g. lignin 
oligomeric components, lignin) is more complex. At some point lignin 
depolymerisation products may be identical to the lignin model com-
pounds, therefore it justifies the implementation of the kinetic data from 
small to larger molecules. In addition, lignin depolymerises into the 
smaller constituents with the known kinetic data [83] revealing the 
importance of the lignin model components to the overall lignin depo-
lymerisation microkinetics. 

For the LD microkinetic study the better understanding of the typical 
lignin bond cleavage in model compounds could be attained using an ab 
initio computational methods. Ab initio screening approach with density 
functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamic was developed for the 
identification of the potential depolymerisation mechanisms for lignin 
oligomers composed of 2 to 6 phenolic rings. It was proposed that the 
cleaved bonds can destabilize adjacent bonds, causing successive 
cleavage [84]. 

In the way of deeper understanding of LD microkinetic models, the 
ab initio methods with lignin model compounds enrich the research field 
of lignin providing a key fundamental data to facilitate the development 
of models. Lignin valorisation is about maximizing the selectivity of 
lignin conversion into monoaromatics and reducing the solid residue, 
thus it is of importance to solve the challenge of the microkinetic 
modelling turning it into the tool enhancing LD efficiency. 

5. Transport phenomena 

Products obtained during the lignin depolymerisation and eventual 
hydrogen reactant transfer through phases (of states) which should be 
considered in a multiscale model to distinguish between the intrinsic 
and overall kinetic rate in for the given reaction, and to evaluate the 
contribution of mass and heat transfer resistance. The reaction mecha-
nisms and kinetic rate expressions are the fundamentals for the opti-
misation of the LD process. Mostly the lumped kinetic models have been 
proposed with competitive and/or simultaneous multi-stage reactions to 
global products schemes [85], however with the insufficient consider-
ation given to mass and heat transfer [76,86]. Transport phenomena and 
phase transitions (solid polyaromatic fractions can melt at reaction 
temperature) involve gas dissolution in the liquid phase, a transfer 
through the gas bubbles, liquid films, catalyst particles (in packed-bed) 
and its pores (in stirred and packed-bed operation), adsorption and 
desorption of the molecules, and chemical transformations of the 
adsorbed components (Fig. 6) [8]. The review of the mass transfer 
overviews the transport phenomena of compounds through liquid or 
gaseous phase within the catalyst or lignin (biomass feedstock) particles, 
while phase transition subsection is focused on lignin dissolution and gas 
solubility in the reaction media (lignin-solvent liquor). 

5.1. Mass transfer 

It has been already reported that the LD kinetic rates are affected by 
the structure of the examined lignin and the solvent nature. Under-
standing of the depolymerisation limitations caused by the lignin 
structure and solvent is important for screening different catalysts and 
investigating a suitable reactor system. A coupled reaction–diffusion 
model can be used to predict the transport limitation in specific reaction 
media and systems. In heterogeneous catalysis, the rate of mass transfer 
of lignin and intermediate(s) from the liquid phase to the solid surface 
can significantly influence intrinsic reaction rates, even selectivity and 
reaction mechanism [88]. Theoretically, the intrinsic (maximum) 

Table 2 
Kinetic parameters for demethylation reaction calculated for 360 ◦C (k1), and 380 ◦C (k2) [53,58].    

Reaction type 

Reactor system Solvent  

CSTR EtOH k1 (s− 1) 4.9 × 101 3.1 × 10–1 n.d. 6.8 × 10–2 1.4 × 100 

k2 (s− 1) 7.2 × 101 5.9 × 10–1 n.d. 1.2 × 10–1 2.1 × 10–1 

Ea (kJ mol− 1) 6.8 × 101 1.1 × 102 n.d. 9.2 × 101 9.0 × 101  

Batch reactor EtOH k1 (s− 1) 4.8 × 10–2 5.2 × 10–1 n.d. 1.3 × 10–4 6.5 × 10–1 

k2 (s− 1) n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 
H2O k1 (s− 1) 2.4 × 10–2 5.8 × 10–1 1.0 × 10–1 1.6 × 10–2 < 6.0 × 10———–5 

k2 (s− 1) 3.4 × 10–2 1.1 × 100 1.8 × 10–1 2.3 × 10–2 < 6.0 × 10-–5 

Ea (kJ mol− 1) 5.8 × 101 1.0 × 102 9.4 × 101 5.5 × 101 3.0 × 103 

n.d. – not determined. 
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kinetic rates of LD are achieved when mass transport is eliminated and 
the concentration of components in the catalyst pore is zero [73]. 
Therefore, to avoid mass transport limitations highly diluted systems, 
low active sites loading and smaller catalyst particles are advised to be 
chosen [53]. 

For the determination of the realistic activation barrier for lignin, 
eliminating the effects of the depolymerisation reactions, the mass 
transport limited batch reactor was replaced by the kinetically-limited 
FDBR [73]. The variance between the yields of the recovered compo-
nents (monomers, char, gases) and the kinetic parameters was found in 
both, batch and flow-through reactor systems (FDBR, CSTR, PFR) 
[9,53,73]. Generally, the amount of the gaseous phase and solid carbon 
residue yields were 2-times higher in batch reactor than in CSTR, as it 
operates at lower (outlet) concentration of reactive lignin species. 
Additionally, gas composition was affected by the reactor type as well. 
Monomer yields were found to be dependent more on reaction condi-
tions compared to gaseous and solid components, specifically, 15–30 % 
lower monomer yields were attained in batch reactor than in CSTR [53]. 

Lignin depolymerisation examination in ethanol using the CSTR and 
batch reactor, identified CSTR to be more efficient in terms of rate co-
efficients [53]. The calculated kinetic constants of the elementary 
depolymerisation for the CSTR system were much higher compared to 
the batch reactor, indicating a higher yields of the phenolic monomers, 
lower amounts of recovered solids and gas products. The rate constant 
values for the formation of monomers (e.g. methoxyphenols, (ethyl) 
phenols) in the CSTR were 1000-times higher compared to the batch 
reactor, together with only minor effects on gasification and formation 
of the solid residue. These findings confirm the selection of the reactor 
system to play a key role on the quantity of the produced gaseous 
components as well as the solid carbon residue. 

A complex study on LD using a FDBR and batch reactor loaded with 
different sizes of catalyst particle (75–250, 500–1000 μm) was carried 
out by Anderson et al. [73]. Activation energies for small and large 
catalyst particles were similar, which confirmed the absence of the 
limitations due to the mass transfer in the FDBR, while using the batch 
reactor activation energies increased with a smaller catalyst particle. 
Therefore, it draws a conclusion that the reaction rate of LD in batch 
system was limited by the internal mass transfer, which accordingly 
decreased with a reduced particle size. Moreover, the mass transfer 
phenomena in batch reactor is affected by many parameters, including 
lignin particle size, catalyst particle size, active site density, porosity, 
stirring rate, stirrer design and reactor geometry which impact process 
performance. 

Kinetic parameters and mass transfer resistances for lignin and its 

model components were also examined in microreactors. Microreactors 
can be used to predict which phenomena and factors affect the mass and 
heat transfer rates, which is essential for determination of the global 
kinetic parameters. 

The limitations of the internal mass transfer depend on the concen-
tration gradient within the catalyst particle and could be roughly esti-
mated by calculating the Thiele modulus and the effectiveness factor. If 
the Thiele modulus is below 0.5, the effectiveness factor is close to 1, 
indicating that the reaction is kinetically limited, which means that the 
reaction occurs under the same conditions within the catalyst pellet and 
at the particle surface [10,60]. 

To evaluate the limitations of the pore diffusion, the size of the 
catalyst particles can be varied. The increased particle size altered 
intraparticle transport and diffusion within the pore, affecting the con-
centration profile within the catalyst pellet [10,60,73]. The reaction is 
diffusion limited within the particle as the value of the Thiele modulus 
increases, and the effectiveness factor decreases with the larger parti-
cles. Diffusion limitation within the particle is the main reason for the 
reduced reactant conversion, additionally confirmed by the modelling 
results of Hafeez et al. [10]. The reported kinetic model evaluates the 
overall reaction rate, which can be enhanced by reducing the catalyst 
particle size, increasing the inner surface area, temperature, and the 
concentration of reactant [10,60]. In kinetic regime where very fine 
particles were used, mass transfer limitation also appeared after the 
catalyst was deactivated in situ by side products formed on the catalyst 
surface [88,89], especially solid residue formed during LD. This effect 
should not be confused by chemical catalyst poisoning (not forming a 
physical barrier) which can alter intrinsic kinetic behaviour and surface 
rates [90]. Therefore, a multiscale model should consider actual mech-
anisms that cause apparent decrease of activity to be appropriately 
attributed to either mass transport limitation or altered activity of the 
active surface. 

An example of good practice involved the contributions of intrinsic 
kinetics, intraparticle and interparticle diffusion and transport phe-
nomena in bulk phase(s) on various scales over silica (SBA-16)-sup-
ported catalyst, however only for the simplified system of ethanol to 
butadiene conversion (Fig. 7) [91]. The external mass transfer limita-
tions include the mass transfer examination through the gas–liquid and 
further the liquid–solid diffusion at the interface of the catalyst particle. 
The elimination of the external mass transfer can be accomplished by 
maximizing the flow velocity, resulting in a thin boundary layer, and the 
concentration in reaction mixture (bulk concentration) is approximately 
equal to the concentration on the surface of the catalyst particle [10,60]. 
Even though the internal and external mass transfer studies were 

Fig. 6. A schematic representation of gas phase transfer at the gas–liquid interface, gas solubility and diffusion, chemical reaction at reactive sites and diffusion of 
component (intermediate) in catalyst pore and bulk phase. Adapted with permission from Wei et al. [87]. 
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performed in the microreactor, the guidelines are helpful for under-
standing the transport phenomena in the conventional batch/flow- 
through (FDBR, CSTR, PFR) reactors. Consequently, the determination 
and optimisation of the LD rates it is of importance as well as error 
elimination for the most commonly used reactors (batch, CSTR, PFR). 

On the other hand, tandem transport phenomena on mesoscale (in-
termediate regime between the molecular and reactor scale) for biomass 
conversion and catalytic processes has been reviewed by Ciesielski et al. 
[90] as process optimization for lignin (biomass) valorisation to fill the 
gap between research and bioenergy for lignocellulosic feedstock. Mass 
transfer limitations of biomass pretreatment methods and/or biomass 
pyrolysis have been more extensively investigated compared to mass 
transfer limitations of catalytic lignin depolymerisation under mild re-
action conditions. Nevertheless, the trends and knowledge obtained 
from these studies could be informative with highlighted barriers for 
future lignin valorisation as biomass feedstock introduces significant 
transport limitations. Thornburg et al. [92,93] and Luterbacher et al. 
[94] studied transport phenomena and pore-hindered diffusion to pre-
dict the biomass fractionation with rate-limiting steps. The critical 
biomass particle size to eliminate intraparticle diffusion has been 0.2 
mm for lignin-first biomass fractionation [92] and 0.05 mm for enzy-
matic hydrolysis of biomass [94] while unsorted corn stover deacety-
lation has been mass transfer-limited process for particles larger than 
2.3 mm in length [93]. Relationship between effectiveness factor and 
Thiele modulus has been previously described for catalyst particles [10], 
however, kinetically- and/or diffusion-limited regimes for biomass 
particle size have been found with similar relationship [92,93]. Thus to 
relate real biomass feedstock studies to lignin samples and kinetically- 
limited behaviour for depolymerisation small lignin particle size 
should be used. 

5.2. Heat transfer 

Lignin is a deficient heat conductor mainly due to the amorphous 
orientation of monolignols in the macromolecule. Low thermal con-
ductivity promotes substantial temperature gradients within particles 
which are additionally influenced by their shape and size [86,95]. 
Similarly to mass transfer, the heat transfer can be described in various 
controlled regimes: non-controlled conditions, external heat transfer 
controlled, kinetics controlled and internal heat transfer controlled. The 
analogy between the mass and heat transfer limitations can be analysed 
based on their two constitutive equations: Fick’s law of diffusion and 

Fourier’s law of heat conduction. Generally, heat transfer limitations are 
less significant in solvent reaction media, because liquids tend to have 
high heat capacity and thermal conductivity relative to gases [88]. 

However, the heat transfer limitations have been mainly introduced 
for biomass pyrolytic conditions where heat phenomena and heating 
rate have been a critical factors for the effective rate of pyrolysis (py-
rolysis rate of single particle) for desirable product yields [96–98]. The 
particle heating rates and temperature gradients have been assessed by 
solving mathematical models with assumptions regarding the biomass 
geometry with the spherical particle shape. Though Ciesielski et al. [99] 
illustrated that the spherical particle shape departs from accurately 
captured intraparticle temperature gradient. Also the assumption of 
isothermal biomass particle (negligible intraparticle transport) has 
limitations as it is valid only for very small particle size (e.g. the range of 
100–1000 μm in a fluidized bed reactor), thus biomass particle should be 
assumed nonisothermal [100]. Furthermore, the differences between 
the biomass particle and pore structure of pine and poplar wood cor-
responded in different external heat coefficients [101]. For further 
reading on dominant transport phenomena of biomass pyrolysis sys-
tems, Brennan Pecha et al. [86] and Ciesielski et al. [90] research groups 
recently published extensive review articles. 

The intraparticle heat transfer has been ignored in studies of (micro) 
kinetic models for lignin depolymerisation. Nevertheless, it has minor 
effect as the lignin is dissolved beforehand reaching the final reaction 
conditions. Convective heat transfer between a reactor surface and a 
moving solvent has major influence under the supercritical conditions 
and it is reasonable to consider the solvent properties which vary with 
the temperature, especially near the pseudo-critical line [102,103]. On 
the other hand, inhomogeneity of solvent and discontinuous property 
changes are unlikely to have significant influence on heat transfer 
phenomena above the critical temperature, i.e. phase transition. 

5.3. Phase transition 

The phase transition phenomena is more critical for the optimisation 
of the catalytic LD, similarly as the mass transfer to the catalyst particles. 
It is a multilevel phenomenon as three phases (solid – lignin, liquid – 
solvent, gaseous atmosphere) are included in LD process. 

The understanding at solid–liquid interface is currently much more 
developed in comparison to the knowledge of the molecular details at 
liquid–gas interface or gas solubility parameters in lignin dissolved re-
action media. The solubility of lignin in solvent (solid–liquid interface) 

Fig. 7. Representative multiscale model for transport phenomena with contributions of intrinsic kinetics, intraparticle diffusion, interparticle diffusion and bulk 
transport. Reprinted with permission from Bharadwaj et al. [91]. 
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needs to be described with the appropriate solubility parameter – sol-
ubility factor (δ-value). The organic solvent–water media were used for 
organosolv isolation process to consider lignin solubility and it was 
proven that the highest solubility is achieved in 75 vol% organic sol-
vents (ethanol, acetone, tetrahydrofurane, dioxane). Additionally, it was 
observed that the delignification increased with the process temperature 
up to 210 ◦C [104] while the differences of isolated lignin structural 
features have not been discussed. The maximum solubility of lignin is 
reached in solvents with similar δ-value as the lignin has, for example 
75 vol% ethanol/water media (δ-value: 31.7 MPa1/2). The Hildebrand 
solubility parameter of lignin generally ranges of 24.5–31.7 MPa1/2 

while the real δ-value of a polymer has been estimated based on the 
contributions of atomic and functional groups with the known structure 
of the repeating unit (e.g. phenylpropane units in lignin). Therefore, 
δ-value depends on the ratio of the G-, S- and H-units present in lignin 
[105]. The study by Ni and Hu [106] reported maximum solubility of the 
lignin in 70 vol% ethanol solution which is comparable to the study 
carried out by Goldmann et al. [107] and Ye et al. [105] with stated 
highest solubility in 60 vol% and 65–75 vol% ethanol/water solution, 
respectively. Similarly, the highest lignin solubility has been reached in 
75 vol% acetone, 75 vol% dioxane and 75 vol% tetrahydrofuran with 
the values of solubility parameter at 29.5, 28.7 and 28.0 MPa1/2, 
respectively [104,105]. On the other hand, 75 vol% methanol/water 
solution was found to be less efficient solvent for lignin with the value of 
the Hildebrand solubility parameter at 33.9 MPa1/2 [24]. In summary, 
lignin has the highest solubility in 75 vol% solutions of aforementioned 
organic solvents while it is not trivial that lignin isolated from different 
biomass source would attain the same dissolution. 

Recently, Soares et al. [108] and Sosa et al. [109] investigated lignin 
solubility in (aqueous solutions) of several deep eutectic solvents (DES). 
The efficiency of lignin dissolution in DES based on cholinium chloride 
has been governed by chemical nature (carboxylic or alcohol) of DES 
hydrogen bond donors, chain length and molar ratio to hydrogen bond 
acceptors while the addition of water negatively affected lignin solubi-
lity in DES [109]. Additionally, the isolation process (kraft, oraganosolv, 
etc.) from the same type of wood influenced lignin solubility [108]. 

The increase of the solvent hydrogen bond capacity accordingly 
improves lignin solubility [106] which accordingly facilitates the 
change of phases within the catalytic reaction. Here, dissolved lignin 
macromolecules and liquid intermediates change phases several times 
forming gaseous, liquid and solid residual components. Inside liquid 
reaction mixture (phase), gaseous products are formed by chemical 
defunctionalisation reaction, while solid residue formed by condensa-
tion may be adsorbed on heterogeneous catalyst which lower its cata-
lytic activity. The existence of phase changes within the reaction 
mixture critically affects attempts to define mass transfer during LD 
[86]. At the end, all of those phase changes are kinetically described by 
kinetic rates for each individual step. 

Gas solubility is another important aspect to be explored [110,111] 
as hydrogen is mainly used as a H-donor to provide and form the reactive 
OH radicals which are involved in almost every reaction during LD. 
Therefore, the solubility of hydrogen is of the utmost importance for LD 
modelling. Despite the numerous solubility studies performed in con-
ventional organic solvents [112–114], there is the lack of the hydrogen 
solubility data in lignin-derived liquids, as it was explored, for instance, 
in furfural and furfuryl alcohol with the aim to design the accurate ki-
netic model describing defunctionalisation processes [110]. Wei et al. 
[87] hydrogenated levulinic acid and developed multiphase transport 
model to simulate it conversion while modified pseudopotential model 
was applied for gas–liquid interface. The levulinic acid consumption rate 
was found to be determined by dissolved hydrogen and temperature 
above critical concentration value. As expected, the partial pressure of 
hydrogen (or any other gaseous atmosphere) could have a great influ-
ence on reaction and reaction rate, but can also be a limiting factor due 
to the coverage occupying active sites on the catalyst. 

6. Conclusion and future aspects 

The review describes lignin depolymerisation aspects where mech-
anisms, chemical reaction kinetics and transport phenomena have been 
presented. Through the literature review, it was observed that in lignin 
research the main focus has been on the selective cleavage of C-O and 
C–C bonds with reasonable yields and minor condensation to recalci-
trant products rather than on the process optimisation. Non-catalytic 
and catalytic processes of LD form products with different structural 
features, yet some has still been structurally unspecified (e.g. lignin 
oligomeric components, solid carbon residue). The structure of lignin 
oligomers and carbon residue are less explored therefore, the future 
investigation of lignin depolymerisation mechanism should include 
detailed characterisation of lignin lighter fractions and oligomeric 
components to define its structure. Considering this, the mechanism 
would be more comprehensive which will improve the development of 
the kinetic models and consequently the fitting of the kinetic parameters 
for each defined step within lignin depolymerisation. 

Kinetic models reported in the literature are not able to describe an 
overall depolymerisation process as it is mainly focused on studies with 
lignin monomeric and dimeric model compounds. The complex lignin 
structure and a high variety of depolymerisation products have 
encouraged researchers to group products into kinetic lumps in order to 
obtain reasonable values for kinetic parameters (summarized in Tables 1 
and 2). However, the limitations have still been observed as high dif-
ferences between activation energies activation energies for overall 
lignin depolymerisation have been reported. 

Future studies on chemical reaction kinetics should involve the 
comprehensively defined lignin fractions or model compounds with 3 to 
5 phenolic rings as intermediary stage to lignin macromolecule which 
would consequently disclose reaction specifics considering the catalyst 
activity, process mechanism and optimization. As a result, lump kinetic 
model could be remarkably improved by replacing lumps with a detailed 
reaction pathway allowing more efficiently to describe catalytic lignin 
depolymerisation more efficiently compared to the model developed 
using lignin model compounds. 

The lignin depolymerisation has shown multiscale problems for 
predictive modelling where the transport phenomena is another key 
parameter to be explored to define the suitable reactor systems. Flow- 
through reactors (FDBR, CSTR, PFR) were identified as the most effi-
cient set-up for depolymerisation verified with the kinetic model as less 
diffusion limited process. Since most of the experiments reported are 
batch processes, it is reasonable to consider using the flow-through re-
actors processing in future work. 

Computational chemistry and modelling calculations have offered a 
possibility to predict the reaction course based on a reduced amount of 
the experiments. Even though the development of lignin kinetic models 
is in progress, the increasing accuracy of the methods and the devel-
opment of the more complex controllable systems describing lignin 
depolymerisation using multiscale modelling will certainly improve 
lignin valorisation. 
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